The past decade has witnessed a prosperity of sparsity-inspired face hallucination methods that use sparse prior and instances to generate High-Resolution (HR) faces. However, they need numerous Low-Resolution (LR) and HR instance pairs and adopt approximate sparse coding, which will bring bias to the recovery and suffer from high computational burden. In this paper we advance a Single Face Image Hallucination (SFIH) method from a new perspective of Non-linear Learning Compressive Sensing (NLCS), which can recover HR faces from a surprisingly small number of HR faces. The nonlinear sparse coding of facial images is explored, and a Deep AutoEncoder (DAE) network is constructed for learning a kernel function from a single HR instance set. SFIH is then reduced to an analytic compressive recovery problem by reformulating linear sparse coding as a nonlinear DAE model. By exploring the nonlinear sparsity in the feature space, NLCS can accurately and rapidly recover HR facial images with large magnification factor and exhibit robustness to LR-HR instance pairs mapping. Some experiments are taken on realizing 3X, 6X, 9X amplification of face images, and the results prove its efficiency and superiority to its counterparts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face hallucination aims to generate High-Resolution (HR) facial images from a single Low-Resolution (LR) face image or image sequences by estimating more pixels [1] , [2] , which has potential applications in video surveillance, face recognition, biological diagnostics systems and so on. Single Face Image Hallucination (SFIH) is a challenging task in computer vision, which uses only a LR facial image to recover HR one. Since pioneering work of S. Baker in 2000, various approaches have been advanced [3] - [12] , in which Instance-Based Methods (IBMs) have shown the most promising solutions for their impressive performance [8] . The basic idea of IBMs is to elaborately prepare some external LR-HR face instance pairs in advance, and then design some encoders to synthesize HR images. Compared with traditional The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mai Xu . interpolation and reconstruction methods, IBMs can recover more missing details that do not appear in the LR facial image via a large amount of instance images.
The last decade has witnessed a prosperity of sparsity induced IBMs [13] - [17] , which assume that LR image can be represented as a sparse combination of some training instances, to explore the sparsity for recovering high quality HR facial images. Nowadays two groups of IBMs have been developed: sparse coding based and sparse embedding based IBMs. Sparse coding based IBMs seek for concise representation of LR image under a LR dictionary, and the corresponding HR dictionary and the coding coefficients are then used to generate HR image [13] - [15] . Sparse embedding IBMs assume that LR and HR images form manifolds with similar local geometry in two spaces, and then manifold learning is used for finding sparse neighbors embedding and synthesizing HR image [16] , [17] . Nowadays sparse coding and sparse embedding IBMs have proved to be able to accurately predict missing details in a middle amplification factor, whose principles are shown in Fig.1 (a) and Fig.1 
However, the sparse coding and sparse embedding based IBMs often face with the following difficulties in the face hallucination:
1) Approximate sparsity: For the variation of contents in face images caused by poses, views and illuminations, the obtained linear combinational coefficients turn out far aggressively sparse. That is, facial images can only achieve approximate sparse representation instead of strict sparse representation under a linear model. Fig.2 shows the coding coefficients of randomly selected two persons' face image under the Oral facial image dataset containing forty instances of five persons, by setting an admissionable approximation error.
From Fig.2 we can observe that only approximate sparsity can be obtained under the linear sparse model, which will lead to loss of faithful details when the amplification factor becomes larger. Therefore casting a sparse assumption on the coefficients will bring bias to the recovery and leads to unsatisfactory hallucinated results.
2) Heavy computation burden: In most of sparsity coding IBMs, a minimization optimization problem needs to be solved. Sparse embedding IBMs use sparse manifold learning technology to identify the local structure of images, where or are also needed to be minimized. It is well known that is non-convex and is nonlinear, which often require an iterative recovery algorithm and numerous iterations to solve, so the sparsity induced IBMs are characteristic of high computational complexity.
3) Dependence on instance pairs mapping: IBMs use two set of LR-HR instance pairs, and assume that the LR-HR instance mapping in the training sets are the same with that of the test image. That is, the degradation from the recovered HR face image to the LR face image is assumed to be the same with that of LR-HR instance pairs. If the adopted mapping in the instance pairs is not consistent with that of test images, the quality of recovered HR facial images will degrade.
In this paper we address these issues and propose a face hallucination approach from a new perspective of Non-linear Learning Compressed Sensing (NLCS). It is well known that Compressed Sensing (CS) theory indicates that sparse or compressible signals can be accurately recovered from a small number of measurements [18] , [19] . Therefore, a LR face image can be considered as the compressive measurements of a HR image, and the face super-resolution can be formulated as a recovery problem [20] , [21] . However, the recovery quality of CS based methods will degrade remarkably when the amplification factor becomes large [20] , [21] . That is, when the amplification factor is large, very few measurements are available and recovering image accurately from them needs an extremely sparse representation of images.
Nonlinear models have proved to be more powerful in achieving sparse coding of signals than linear models, by using explicit nonlinear mapping [22] - [24] or implicit kernel tricks [25] . In our work, nonlinear sparse coding assumption is cast on facial images and deep autoencoder is used for learning a kernel function from a single HR instance set. Thus a new NLCS framework is developed to accurately recover compressible signals from a surprisingly small number of measurements. Nonlinear coding model is then reformulated as a linear one, and SFIH is reduced to an analytic compressive recovery problem. By exploring the nonlinear sparsity in the feature space, NLCS can accurately and rapidly recover HR face images with large magnification factor and exhibit robustness to LR-HR instance pairs mapping.
Compared with the available sparsity induced face hallucination approaches, our proposed method has the following characteristics: 1) It can achieve accurate large factor magnification via the developed NLCS framework, by using a single HR instance set instead of LR-HR instance pairs; 2) It can find an analytic solution to the HR image instead of iterative recovery in sparsity induced IBMs, so it is of low complexity and fast realization. Some experiments are taken on realizing 3X, 6X and 9X amplification of LR face images, and the recovered results show that the proposed method can rapidly and accurately recover HR face image at large factor magnifications.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows: section II describes the construction of the proposed NLCS. Section III discusses the experimental results. Section IV gives the conclusion.
II. FACE HALLUCINATION VIA NON_LINEAR LEARNING COMPRESSED SENSING (NLCS)
Given a compressible signal x ∈ R N that can be sparsely coded under a dictionary ∈ R N ×K (N ≤ K ), and M linear random measurements y ∈ R M acquired by y = x ( ∈ R M ×N is the sensing matrix), CS theory demonstrates that x can be reconstructed from y by solving an l 0 -norm minimization optimization problem [18] , when x = α ( α 0 = S K ) and M ≥ (S + 1). Therefore, CS theory has been applied to single image super-resolution [20] . In this section, we first introduce the principle of CS based single super-resolution, and then describe the nonlinear learning compressed sensing framework. Finally the proposed NLCS based face illumination method is detailed.
A. COMPRESSED SENSING BASED SINGLE IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION
First we discuss the SFIH under the framework of CS theory. 
Here α ∈ R K ×1 , α 0 = S n < K . In our work we consider H as a measurement matrix to recover i LR from i HR . The amplification factor is denoted as af = √ q/p. According to the CS theory, an accurate recovery from compressive measurements depends on two conditions, one is the compressibility of signals and the other is the incoherence between measurement and coding systems. It has been proved that facial images often exhibit correlation across adjacent pixels, which makes the recovery from compressive measurements possible. However, in the CS theory the required minimize number of measurements relies on the sparsity of signals. As discussed in the introduction, when the amplification factor is large, signals are required to be extremely sparsely coded under a dictionary.
B. NONLINEAR LEARNING COMPRESSED SENSING (NLCS)
In NLCS, we extend the sparse coding to nonlinear sparse coding, and assume that a HR image patch i HR can be sparsely represented by a nonlinear model: f (·) is a nonlinear function that maps the HR image into a high dimensional feature space, as shown in Fig.3 . It indicates that i HR is ''nonlinear sparse'' in the feature space, i.e., the signal can be nonlinearly represented by a small number of underlying parameters:
is the sparse coding coefficents in the feature space. K is the number of atoms in the dictionarŷ D h and K < K indicates the nonlinear sparsity of i HR in the feature space.α K ∈ R K ×1 is a vector composed by K nonzero coefficients in α.D K is a subset ofD h that are composed by the columns that are corresponding toα K .
Denote h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h p as the original compressive measurement vectors, we can obtain the feature measurements of HR image in the feature spaceî HR ∈ R p×1 , as follows,
By substituting Eq.(3) into Eq.(4), we can reformulate each measurement in Eq.(4) as:
Due to the complexity of determining f, we explore new techniques without working directly in the feature space. According to the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) theory [26] , we can use a reproducing kernel
of the underlying feature space to represent the feature measurementsî LR . By replacing the element in the feature measurements by Eq.(5), we can rewrite Eq.(4) as:
9436 VOLUME 8, 2020 where N K ∈ R p×K . Consequently we can observe that the feature measurements are a linear representation ofα K . It is well known that using complex kernels can model and capture the nonlinearities of complex data [27] . In our method, we define the adjustable kernel function as: K (x 1 , x 2 ) = (g ( x 1 , x 2 ) + t) l , where t is a constant and l is odd, g is a nonlinear function, then we can calculate
Consequently the feature measurements can be directly written as,î
In order to avoid working directly with the mapping function, we can use some training instances to deduce N K . Suppose there is a training HR image patch set S = i (n) Q n=1 , the dictionary D h can be obtained using Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) [28] from S with |S| = Q . Because the optimal elementd i j in the atomd i must lie in the subspace spanned by f i j [26] :
β n i,j f i (n) , whereβ n i,j is the coefficient representing the j − th element of the i − th atom in the dictionary for the n − th training instance. Therefore the element in N K can then be written as,
and consequently N K can be reformulated as:
where K ∈ R p×Q , B K ∈ R Q×K . Then Eq. (5) is changed to,
In our work, the Deep AutoEncoder (DAE) [29] , [30] is used to learn a hierarchical nonlinear encoder function g, under which the distance between two faces is defined to obtain more informative kernel function. In DAE, the inputs are first encoded and then decoded, and both the inputs and desired outputs of the network are the training HR patches 
. Different with traditional DAE, our network uses an increasing number of hidden neurons in the encoder layers, as shown in Fig.4 . The symmetrical decoder layers follow the cascaded encoder layers (as shown in Fig.4) , to implement the encoding and decoding of the HR facial image patches.
In DAE, assume there are n l layers and the number of hidden neurons in the m − th layer is s m , we can denote the objective function in learning the weights and bias in the m − th layer as,
where h (n l ) W,b denotes the output of the n l −th decoder layer, and W (m) ji is the connected weight between the i − th neuron and the j−th neuron in the m−th layer. The first term indicates the fidelity term of the encoding and the second term constraints the sparsity of the connected weights, so as to make rapid coding possible. In our method, we use the learning scheme as described in Coates et al. [31] , which learns weights and bias layer by layer, and then followed by a fine tuning of the network, t, l, λ, Q and n l are experimentally chosen. As soon as the training HR image patches are given, K, B K can be calculated by Eq. (7) , and the feature measurementsî LR can be calculated as soon as the a nonlinear function g is determined. Then the sparse coefficientsα K can be solved via a least square algorithm. Subsequently f (i HR ) can be calculated, and determining i HR from the f (i HR ) is a pre-image problem that can be solved by many approaches [32] .
C. NON-LINEAR LEARNING COMPRESSED SENSING (NLCS) FOR FACE ILLUMINATION
In this section we detail the NLCS based face illumination, whose procedure is shown in Fig.5 . First the LR images are divided into small overlapped square patches, and a patch based NLCS based super-resolution is employed. Each HR image patch in the training dataset is input into the encoder layers of the DAE to calculate its coded features. Then the test LR image is partitioned into small patches, with each patch is interpolated by Bicubic algorithm and input into the encoder layers of the DAE to calculate its coded features. Third, the nearest Q neighbors of the test patch are determined by calculating the distances between the coded features of the test image patch and that of the HR training patches. These Qneighbor patches are used as the training examples in NLCS, to construct K, B K , and the nonlinear sparse coefficients are calculated as described in section II. B. Then the sparse coefficients and f (i HR ) can be calculated. Finally an exact or approximate pre-image method is employed to generate the HR face image. Finally all HR image patches are merged by averaging the overlapping regions between adjacent patches to generate the reconstructed HR facial image.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, some experiments are taken to investigate the performance of our proposed method, and make a comparison with some traditional and related face illumination results, including Bucubic interpolation,and several sparse coding and sparse embedding IBMs and their variants: Sparse Compendation (SC) [8] , Neighbor Representation (NR) [9] and Semantic Face Hallucination (SFH) [33] methods. Moreover, we compare our proposed nonlinear sparse coding based method with the traditional CS based method, Learning based Compressed Sensing (LCS) [21] , to investigate the performance of nonlinear representation. In the experiments, 3X, 6X and 9X magnification are conducted on six facial images shown in Fig.2 . Simulations of different methods are carried out in MATLAB 7.10.0 (R2010a) environment running in Core 2 Quad, 2.99-GHZ CPU with 2-GB RAM.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
In our proposed NLCS method and the comparative CSR [34] , SC [8] , SFH [33] and LCS [21] methods, the size of each image patch is 3 × 3 with an overlap of two pixels between adjacent patches. The input LR images are produced from the original image by a 5 × 5 Gaussian blurring with a standard deviation of 0.8. The frontal and pre-aligned images of FEI Face Database are used to generate training instances. The database contains 400 images from 200 subjects (100 men and 100 women) and each subject has two frontal images, one with a neutral expression and the other with a smiling facial expression. Human faces in the database are mainly from 19 and 40 years old with distinct appearances, hairstyles and adornments. In the NLCS, NR [9] , SC [8] , SFH [33] and LCS [21] methods, there are 60'000 training image patches which come from 40 HR instance images. The parameters in the comparative methods are tuned to present the best results. In NLCS, the neighborhood size Q is experimentally set as 90, and the kernel parameter l = 5 and t is set as 0.5 times the mean of all entries of the covariance matrix formed from the 90 neighbors, so that it is approximately of the same scale as the inner products. A four layer DAE is used, with the number of each layer is 1.5 times of that of previous layer. The regularize parameter is set as λ = 1. In order to evaluate the face illumination results, both Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Feature Similarity (FSIM) are used to evaluate the quality of amplified images [35] , [36] .
B. EXPERIMENT 1: AMPLIFIED RESULTS OF NLCS
In this section, we use the experimental condition described in section III.A to amplify the six face images in Fig.6 , when the amplification factor is 3, 6 and 9. The 3X, 6X and 9X amplification results are shown in the first, second and third rows of Fig.7 respectively. From it we can observe that the quality of the amplified image decreases with the increase of the amplification factor. However, we can observe that our proposed NLCS method can also recover images at a 9X magnification, which indicates only about 1% measurements are used.
C. EXPERIMENT 2: COMPARISON RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS
In this test, we compare our method with some traditional and state-of-the-art face illumination approaches introduced before section II.A. The 9X amplification results of six persons by different methods are shown in Fig.8 , whose each column are the LR face image, the amplification results of Bicubic, NR [9] , SC [8] , SFH [33] , LCS [21] and NLCS methods repsectively from left to right. From it we can see that Bicubic interpolation can recover blurred and oversmoothed images, and lose many details of faces. NR [9] outputs images that have many unexpected artifacts, which indicates that it is not suitable for the large factor amplification. SC [9] present comparable results with the Bicubic interpolation approach at this large factor amplification. Compared with Bicubic interpolation, SC [6] , SFH [33] and LCS [21] can present better results, because they can recover part faces. However, there are also remarkable rings and artifacts in the amplified images. Compared with them, our method has the best visual recovery results, which contain more details and fewer artifacts.Moreover, we use subjective metrics, including PSNR, SSIM and MSSIM to evaluate the recovery results of different methods. 30 independent experiments are taken, and the average PSNR and SSIM are calculated for a comparison. The results are shown in Table 1 . Form it we can see that NLCS has a remarkable improvement (1.2∼2.5dB) in terms of PSNR for each face. The average results also have an improvement over the comparative methods. 
D. EXPERIMENT 3: INVESTIGATION ON THE NEIGHBOR SIZE
In our method, the neighbor size Q has the largest influence on the recovery accuracy of our method. In this test we make an analysis on selecting the optimal κ in the test. In this test, we vary Q from 10 to 400, with an interval of 20, and the other parameters are the same with that of in experiment 1 and 2. The average PSNR, SSIM and MSSIM of the recovered six face image are calculated, and the value of three metrics with the variation of κ is shown in Fig.9 . From it we can see that when κ takes the value from 30 to 100, the three metrics have relatively high values, so in our test we set it as 90.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we advance a face hallucination method from a new perspective of NLCS. NLCS can explore nonlinear sparse coding and analytic recovery to make a rapid and accurate recovery possible, and shows the superiority to some sparse coding and sparse embedding IBMs visually and qualitatively. Some experiments are taken on realizing 3X, 6X, 9X amplification of face images, and the recovered results show that NLCS outperforms traditional CS based approach in terms of PSNR, SSIM and MSSIM.
